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In this mini-review we focus on metal interactions with proteins with a particular emphasis on the evident
synergism between different biophysical approaches toward understanding metallobiology. We highlight
three recent examples from our own laboratory. Firstly, we describe metallodrug interactions with glutathi-
one S-transferases, an enzyme family known to attack commonly used anti-cancer drugs. We then describe a
protein target for memory enhancing drugs called insulin-regulated aminopeptidase in which zinc plays a
role in catalysis and regulation. Finally we describe our studies on a protein, amyloid precursor protein,
that appears to play a central role in Alzheimer's disease. Copper ions have been implicated in playing both
beneficial and detrimental roles in the disease by binding to different regions of this protein.

© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Professor Hans Freeman AM FAA made a number of highly impor-
tant contributions to bioinorganic chemistry, amongst which include
setting up the first protein crystallography laboratory in Australia,
being a strong advocate and supporter of synchrotron science and
its applications in biology and using X-ray crystallography and other
biophysical tools, such as X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), to
probe the function of blue copper proteins [1].

In this mini-review we highlight recent discoveries at St Vincent's
Institute (Melbourne, Australia), one of the oldest protein crystallogra-
phy centers in Australia [2], on metal interactions with proteins with
a particular emphasis on the evident synergism between different bio-
physical approaches to understanding metallobiology. This review fo-
cuses on three biological systems: 1) glutathione S-transferases (GSTs)
which normally function by recognizing foreign small molecule toxins
in the body and causing them to be eliminated from the cell. Unfortu-
nately, commonly used anti-cancer drugs such as cisplatin are also rec-
ognized as toxic and thus GSTs contribute to the resistance of such
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drugs; 2) insulin-regulated aminopeptidase (IRAP) which appears to
be the target for small memory enhancing molecules. This amino-
peptidase uses zinc for both catalysis and for regulating its activity;
3) amyloid precursor protein (APP) which appears to play a central
role in Alzheimer's disease. Copper ions have been implicated in
playing both beneficial and detrimental roles in the disease by bind-
ing to different regions of APP.

2. Glutathione S-transferase recognition of
anti-cancer metallodrugs

2.1. Introduction

Glutathione S-transferases (GST) are a family of Phase II detoxifi-
cation enzymes that function by catalyzing the conjugation reaction
of glutathione (GSH) to small toxic molecules in the cell for subse-
quent removal [3–5]. The GST superfamily has been subdivided into
at least twelve classes [6,7]. The first classes to be identified, and
now the most studied, are the mammalian cytosolic classes termed pi,
mu and alpha [8]. The prevalence of GSTs in disease states, together
with evidence detailing their role in detoxification of cytotoxic com-
pounds, has stimulated many investigations into the involvement of
these enzymes in disease. GSTs have been implicated in the develop-
ment of resistance by cells and organisms toward drugs, pesticides,
insecticides, herbicides and antibiotics [9].

The human pi class GST (GSTP1-1) is often overexpressed in can-
cer tissues including those in the lung [10], colon [11,12], ovary [13],
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testis [14], bladder [15], mouth [16] and kidney [17]. This overexpres-
sion has been associated with transformation to malignancy [11] and
the adaptive resistance to anti-cancer drugs [18,19]. Inhibitors of
GSTP1-1 have been used in clinical trials as adjuvants in cancer chemo-
therapy with limited success due to side-effects including toxicity.
Ethacrynic acid (EA; Fig. 1A) has been identified as a potent inhibitor
of GSTP1-1 and has been investigated as a potential therapeutic mole-
cule [20,21]. Despite promising results the development of side-effects
Fig. 1. Metal binding to GST. (A) Chemical structures of some metal-based drug and drug-li
etharapta. (B) Overview of the proposed mechanism of GSTP1-1 interaction with ethacrap
sticks, the Pt center by a pink sphere and metal ligands by small spheres. GSTP1-1 is show
relatively symmetric manner. The compound is then cleaved and the EA moieties transverse
via cysteine residues. At some point, the activated Pt(II) center is released. (C) Overview of
spectrometry. After 1 h exposure of GST to etharapta, an adduct corresponding to the GST–e
hand side of the figure by the purple peak in the spectra. The corresponding complex deriv
molecule is colored as pink sticks with a green sphere representing the ruthenium center. In
180°. On the left side of the figure, the adducts observed after longer exposure times are show
OH or benzylamide adducts), minus the Ru center and the PTA moiety. The corresponding crys
(pink sticks) bound at the substrate binding sites. There is no longer anything bound at the di
including dose limiting toxicities proved too severe to continue onwith
Phase II trials [22]. There is thus an urgent need for the design of new
anti-cancer drugs that circumvent the development of GST-mediated
resistance to treatment. Alternatively, GST inhibitor compounds that
can be used as adjuvants in conjunction with current chemotherapy
drugs represent another approach to evading or reducing the occur-
rence of GST-mediated resistance. We have used a combination of
structural studies and biochemical approaches to investigate the
ke compounds that interact with GSTP1-1: cisplatin, ethacrynic acid, ethacraplatin and
latin. EACPT is shown in ball-and-stick fashion with EA moieties represented by green
n as gray ribbons. The intact compound is thought to bind at the dimer interface in a
to the substrate-binding site while the Pt center remains bound to the dimer interface
the breakdown of etharapta over time as captured by X-ray crystallography and mass
tharapta complex minus the chloro groups, is observed. This is represented on the right
ed from the crystallographic data is shown as a purple ribbon structure. The etharapta
side the circle is a close up view of crevice binding site at the dimer interface, rotated by
n. The two orange peaks represent the complexes of GST plus the EA moiety (either as
tallographic results are depicted by the orange ribbon structure showing the EA moieties
mer interface.
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means by which GSTP1-1 is involved in resistance to metal-based che-
motherapy treatment. This work is providing the basis for a structure-
guided approach to developing new GST inhibitors that might over-
come GST-mediated resistance.

2.2. Overcoming GST resistance — inhibition by the
metallocomplex EACPT

Cisplatin (CPT; Fig. 1A), an FDA approved anti-cancer drug, is one
of the most widely used cancer chemotherapeutic drugs used for the
treatment of solid tumors [23–27]. The drug exerts it cytotoxicity
through the formation of DNA inter- or intra-strand cross-links that
affect both replication and transcription [28–30]. Unfortunately, re-
currences of disease as well as resistance to treatment remain major
limitations in cisplatin use [25].

GSTP1-1 has been shown to play a role in development of resistance
to cisplatin treatment,whichwehave proposed ismost likely through re-
duction of the amount of cisplatin that successfully reaches the nucleus.
GSTP1-1's involvement in drug resistance has been supported through
many observations that show that GST overexpression is associated
with failure of therapy and poor patient survival in treatment of
leukemias and solid tumors [31,32]. The enzyme is overexpressed in
cisplatin-resistant cell lines [33,34] and inhibition of the enzyme has
been shown to reverse resistance [35]. Furthermore, GSTP1-1 knockout
mice are much more sensitive to the cytotoxic effects of cisplatin than
their wild-type counterparts [36].

Strategies to overcome cisplatin drug resistance are urgently being
sought. One such option is to design and build specific functionalities
onto platinum compounds that either result in enhanced uptake via
drug targeting (as seen for many platinum analogs) or that can inhibit
the mechanisms by which resistance is occurring (e.g. by inhibiting
enzymes such as GSTP1-1). Pt(II) complexes, such as cisplatin, are
limited in their geometry and coordination number, and are thus
severely restricted in their usefulness as leads to develop new, im-
proved compounds. In addition, anti-cancer active Pt(II) complexes,
especially cisplatin, are kinetically labile agents, which readily react
with sulfur-containing biomolecules such as amino acids, GSH and
proteins, including GSTs. This leads not only to the deactivation of
the Pt(II) agent, but additionally to the production of side-effects
caused by non-specific binding.

Recently, more chemically inert Pt(IV) complexes have been
designed and are displaying encouraging results in the laboratory
and in clinical trials as anti-cancer agents [37–41]. Pt(IV) complexes
are generally octahedral in geometry and thus possess two extra
ligand sites (compared to Pt(II) compounds) that can be selectively
tailored to modify the pharmacokinetic properties of the compound
(e.g. rate of reduction, lipophilicity, molecular targeting and microen-
vironment targeting) in order to reduce side-effects, increase activity
and specifically target tumor sites. Additionally, the axial ligands
themselves can be designed to confer additional cytotoxicity upon
release [42].

Ethacraplatin (EACPT) is a Pt(IV) compound (Fig. 1A), designed by
Dyson and co-workers, that was tailored to inhibit GST through its
axial ligands while simultaneously releasing a cytotoxic platinum
payload for DNA modification [42,43]. The compound has a Pt(IV)
center with two ethacrynic acid (EA) ligands at the axial positions.
They observed a 10-fold increase in GST inhibition compared to EA
alone. Further, they found that EACPT was able to penetrate live
mammalian cells and inhibit GST as well as inhibiting the cell viability
of a panel of carcinoma cell lines. More recently, we reported the
crystal structure of this compound bound to GSTP1-1 [44]. The Pt
center was found bound to the thiols of the Cys101 residues at the
dimer interface of the protein, rather than the expected substrate
binding site (Fig. 1B). There was no extra electron density to suggest
that the EA moiety was still attached to the Pt center at the dimer in-
terface. However, density attributable to the two EA moieties was
observed in the active site of each subunit. It appears that the EACPT
molecule had been cleaved and bound to the enzyme as three separate
moieties (Fig. 1B).

It was more difficult, however, to discern which ligands of the
Pt(IV) center were displaced upon binding to the cysteine residues
at the dimer interface. There was electron density for one small li-
gand, possibly a chloride or one of the amino groups. Molecular dy-
namics simulations suggested that the missing fourth ligand was
most likely a hydroxyl, water or amine. EXAFS was then undertaken
in a further attempt to resolve the identity of the third and fourth li-
gands. The extended X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy
(EXAFS) experiments suggested that the platinum was bound to
four sulfur or chlorine ligands. However, the interpretation was com-
plicated due to the possibility of other sites of interaction for the Pt cen-
ter (including an N-terminal methionine, an artifact of the recombinant
expression, and another reactive cysteine residue, Cys47), and the in-
ability of EXAFS analyses to distinguish sulfur from chlorine back-
scatterers so no concrete conclusions could be drawn. Our tentative
reaction scheme for GSTP1-1 interaction with EACPT is shown in
Scheme (1):

GSTþ Pt IVð ÞCl2 NH3ð Þ2EA2
� �

→GST− Pt IIð ÞX2½ � þ 2EA

þ2NH3→GST− Pt IIð ÞX2½ �−2EA

ð1Þ

where X represents ligands that are not definitely identified.
X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) analysis showed

that the bound metal was clearly a Pt(II) species, whereas the parent
EACPT had a Pt(IV) oxidation state. This showed that the Pt(IV) center
was reduced to a Pt(II) in the presence of GSTP1-1.

The order of events leading to the breakdown of the EACPT com-
plex is unclear although we speculate, based on extensive molecular
modeling, that the intact molecule binds to the dimer interface and
is subsequently cleaved by the protein, releasing the EA moieties
that diffuse a few Å along a water-filled channel, toward the active
site, where they bind to the enzyme in a manner that was observed
previously in the crystal structure of the enzyme with ethacrynic
acid (PDB ID: 2GSS; Fig. 1B; [45]). Mass spectrometry data also
showed that the EACPT complex is stable for extended periods of
time, suggesting that any cleavage of EACPT into its components is
enzymatically driven [44]. The proposed cleavage mechanism and re-
lease of the ethacrynic acid moieties as determined through crystallo-
graphic, mass spectrometry, molecular modeling and XANES studies
provide a molecular level explanation for the increased potency of
EACPT, as a GST inhibitor, which is able to covalently bind the Pt com-
plex at the interface in addition to the EA moieties at the active site of
the protein. Furthermore, the observation that the platinum center is
later released from the interface, explains why EACPT shows an im-
provement in cytotoxicity when compared to cisplatin alone.

2.3. Overcoming GST resistance — inhibition by the
metallocomplex etharapta

More recently, there has been an increasing interest in the devel-
opment of metal-based drugs as effective and potent protein targeted
chemotherapies [46–48]. Several ruthenium complexes are under
active investigation and display a different spectrum of activity com-
pared to platinum-based drugs [49–51]. The exact mode of cytotoxic-
ity employed by ruthenium compounds is not fully understood but, in
addition to targeting DNA, they have been shown to target specific
proteins [52]. Generally, ruthenium-based drugs are much less toxic
than their platinum counterparts [53,54] and thus represent a class
of compounds that may be effective without displaying many of the
undesirable side effects associated with platinum-based treatment.

Two drug candidates, NAMI-A and KP1019, are currently undergo-
ing clinical evaluation against anti-metastatic tumors and colon
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cancers respectively. NAMI-A shows high selectivity for solid tumor
metastases and low toxicity at pharmacologically active doses and
has successfully completed Phase I clinical trials [55]. KP1019 was
found to be active against colorectal tumors [56] and application of
therapeutic doses of the drug caused no significant toxic side effects
in test animals or in patients in Phase I clinical trials [48,57].

Previously, Dyson and co-workers focused their efforts on com-
pounds based on a series of arene capped ruthenium(II) 1,3,5-triaza-7
phosphatricyclo[3.3.1.1] decane (PTA) organometallic (RAPTA) com-
pounds [50]. The RAPTA compounds showed strong selectivity toward
a variety of cancer cell lines in vitro and effectively reduce lungmetasta-
sis inmicewithout significantly affecting the primary tumor in vivo and
were also well tolerated [58,59]. In 2007, the same lab reported the
synthesis of a series of ruthenium-based anti-cancer drugs that were
shown to be significantly more cytotoxic than the platinum compound
EACPT and were also effective GSTP1-1 inhibitors [60]. Etharapta, the
most promising compound in the series, consists of an organometallic
ruthenium center with a monodentate 1,3,5-triaza-7-phosphatricyclo
[3.3.1.1]decane (PTA) ligand and an arene ligand tethered to anethacry-
nic acid moiety (Fig. 1A). This compound acts as a prodrug by releasing
its inhibitory EA moiety for deactivation of the GSTP1-1 enzyme while
simultaneously generating a much smaller active ruthenium center
for cytotoxicity.

To investigate how GSTP1-1 interacted with this compound we per-
formedmass spectrometry andX-ray crystallographic studies [61].Mass
spectrometry showed that adducts corresponding to GST plus thewhole
etharapta compound (minus two chlorides) could be observed at a short
exposure period of 1 hwith wild-type GSTP1-1 (Fig. 1C) suggesting that
the complex initially stays intact when it binds to the enzyme:

GSTþ EA benzylamideð ÞRu IVð Þ PTAð ÞCl2½ �→GST

− EA benzylamideð ÞRu IIð Þ PTAð Þ½ � þ 2Cl−:

ð2Þ

After longer exposure times, adducts corresponding to either GST
plus EA-OH+ only or GST plus EA-benzylamide only were observed
suggesting that the complex is cleaved and the ruthenium center is
released (Fig. 1C):

GSTþ EA benzylamideð ÞRu IVð Þ PTAð ÞCl2½ �→GST�EA�OHþ

þ benzylamideð ÞRu IIð Þ PTAð ÞX2½ � þ 2Cl−
ð3Þ

or

GSTþ EA benzylamideð ÞRu IVð Þ PTAð ÞCl2½ �→GST−EA benzylamideð Þ
þ Ru IIð Þ PTAð ÞX5½ � þ 2Cl−

ð4Þ

where X represents ligands that are not definitely identified.
Although it is not clear if the enzyme plays a role in the cleavage of

the complex, the release of the Ru center is required for the drug to
exert its cytotoxic activity.

X-ray crystallographic studies captured views of the enzyme
bound to intact and breakdown products of etharapta (Fig. 1C) [61].
X-ray data from crystals soaked with etharapta for short or long pe-
riods of time were collected. In the shorter soaks we observed a
large amount of unexplained electron density at the dimer interface
of the enzyme, in the same site that was identified as a binding site
for the platinum center of ethacraplatin (see above) [44]. In the lon-
ger soak, however, we observed an empty dimer interface site but
partially occupied substrate binding sites. (Since there are two active
sites per dimer but only one EA per etharapta molecule, only half of
the GST monomers in the crystal have cleaved EA bound). These
data suggested that, over time, the intact etharapta is cleaved, releas-
ing the ethacrynic acid moiety, which binds in the active site to inhib-
it the enzyme, as well as releasing the ruthenium center from the
dimer interface binding site.
2.4. Conclusions

This discovery of a metal binding site at the dimer interface of
GSTP1-1, has allowed us to propose a mechanism of one way that
GSTP1-1 might contribute to resistance toward metal-based drugs.
In turn this has shifted our focus for the design of GST inhibitors
from solely targeting the active site to targeting a larger site that in-
corporates the dimer interface of the protein. Such inhibitors could
then be used in combination therapies to prevent the excessive
sequestration of anti-cancer drugs to unintended targets such as
GSTP1-1 leading to improved drug efficiency. From a drug design
standpoint, the selective release of an organometallic fragment by
GSTP1-1 can now be exploited to deliver a variety of cytotoxic pay-
loads for targeted chemotherapy [62].

3. The role of zinc in insulin-regulated aminopeptidase

3.1. Introduction

Insulin regulated aminopeptidase (IRAP) was originally identified
as the AT4 receptor, a high affinity binding site for radiolabeled angio-
tensin IV (AngIV) [63]. This was a particularly important discovery as
a number of AT4 ligands, including AngIV and LVV-hemophin-7 had
been shown to enhance memory and cognitive functions in normal
rodents when dosed intra-cranially [64,65]. Based upon the primary
structure, IRAP was identified as a putative Type I transmembrane
protein and a member of the zinc-dependent M1 aminopeptidase
family [66]. Subsequently, the AT4 ligands were shown to be potent
inhibitors of IRAP's aminopeptidase activity [63,67,68], suggesting
that they may facilitate memory through the inhibition of degrada-
tion of IRAP substrates that act as endogenous neural promnesic pep-
tides. This hypothesis was strengthened by the in silico development
of potent, selective small molecule inhibitors of IRAP that were also
able to improve cognitive function in animal models [69].

Much of the debate surrounding IRAP has centered on the mecha-
nism behind its inhibition by the AT4 ligands. While kinetic modeling
indicated that they acted as competitive inhibitors, binding to the
active site [68,70], it had been observed that radiolabeled AngIV only
bound to IRAP in the presence of metal chelators, suggesting that it
binds to or stabilizes an apo form of the enzyme [71–73]. We thus
undertook investigations into the metal binding properties of IRAP.

3.2. In silico approaches to identifying metal binding sites

Themetal binding properties of proteins are encoded in their prima-
ry structure. The ability to predict these binding sites from the amino
acid sequence can provide useful and even surprising information
toward determining the function of a target protein (Fig. 2). This is par-
ticularly important where there is no significant sequence similarity to
knownmetal-binding proteins. This task can be very challenging due to
the large number of potential alternative candidate configurations. For
example, a range of configurations that have been observed by X-ray
crystallography can be searched in a number of available online data-
bases (e.g.www.mespeus.bch.ed.ac.uk/MESPEUS_10/_1.jsp). A number
of different approaches have been devised to simplify the problem.

In one approach the prediction algorithms depend upon the iden-
tification of a consensus metal-binding motif in the primary structure.
A weakness of this approach is that it relies upon specific known
motifs and thus cannot be applied to identify novel sites. One such
database server is PROSITE (prosite.expasy.org/ [74]) which includes
a range of metal-associated domain signatures and profiles. When IRAP
was passed through the PROSITE server, it identified the expected con-
sensus zinc binding [HEXXH-(18-64X)-E] and exopeptidase (GAMEN)
structural motifs of the M1 aminopeptidase family.

Another approach is to predict the bonding state of selected resi-
dues, such as those available from the online server MetalDetector

http://www.mespeus.bch.ed.ac.uk/MESPEUS_10/_1.jsp


Fig. 2. The evolution of our understanding of the metal binding properties of IRAP. Initially observed as a specific binding site of AngIV in the brain (upper right quadrant), the pri-
mary structure revealed consensus zinc binding and aminopeptidase motifs. Recombinant expression and purification confirmed the aminopeptidase activity, and revealed two
high-affinity zinc binding sites, one of which was lost upon binding of an inhibitor, AngIV (lower right quadrant). Mutagenesis was used to identify the coordinating residues.
Homology modeling of IRAP in apo (green) and ligand bound (red) conformations confirmed the zinc binding biochemical observations and provided an understanding of the
zinc-dependent hydrolysis, although the function of the second binding site remains unknown (left quadrants). This has allowed the understanding of the effect of mutations
upon IRAP activity, and provides the foundation for the development of AngIV small molecule analogs to further explore the physiological function of IRAP and as potential therapeutics
to treat dementia.
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(metaldetector.dsi.unifi.it [75]) which classifies histidine residues in
proteins into one of two states (free or metal bound) and cysteines
into one of three states (free, metal bound or disulfide bridged). How-
ever, when IRAP was passed through the server, the software was un-
able to identify any putative metal-binding sites.

Advances in homology modeling have also allowed the develop-
ment of servers that identify putative metal-binding sites based
upon predicted three-dimensional structures. While these are limited
to the accuracy of the model in question, they can be quite powerful
in identifying putative sites that were not captured by the algorithms
based solely upon the primary structure. MetSite (bioinf.cs.ucl.ac.uk/
metsite; [76]) and FEATURE (feature.stanford.edu/metals/; [77])
are two servers that can be used to screen 3D structures including ho-
mology models for putative metal-binding sites. By using a homology
model of IRAP, we were able to identify two distinct putative zinc-
binding sites, the identities of which were confirmed by experimental
approaches [78].

Another advantage of using modeling to characterize a metal-
binding site is that it can form the basis for the development of hy-
potheses about likely catalytic mechanisms of action and the resulting
effects of mutations. By modeling the catalytic zinc of IRAP, it was
proposed that proton donation by Tyr529 completes the zinc-
mediated hydrolysis of the N-terminal peptide bond of a substrate.
This hypothesis explained the reduced activity of a L483F mutant, as
substrate docking indicated that this crucial interaction, necessary
for stabilizing a reaction intermediate, was not formed [79]. Based
on the crystal structure of a related aminopeptidase, leukotriene A4
hydrolase, Leu483 was predicted to be located at the entrance of the
IRAP catalytic cleft. As part of a study to define the substrate pocket
of IRAP, this residue was mutated to the corresponding residue in
the leukotriene A4 hydrolase and the corresponding mutant exhib-
ited a significant reduction in activity.

3.3. Biochemical approaches to identifying metal binding sites

Metal ions are often important for the activity of a protein and this
enables the use of biochemical assays to follow the metal dependency
of a protein target. IRAP aminopeptidase activity allows its activity to
be easilymeasured by either following the cleavage of peptide substrates
by reverse-phase high performance chromatography, or in a more high-

image of Fig.�2
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throughput manner by following the release of a fluorophore from its
amino acid conjugated precursor (for instance the release of 7-amino-
4-methylcoumarin or 2-naphthylamine from the quenched substrates
aminoacyl-4-methylcoumaryl-7-amides (aminoacyl-methylcoumarin)
or aminoacyl-β-naphthylamide respectively):
(5)

(6)

(7)
where R is commonly L-arginine, L-leucine, L-lysine or L-methionine, and
R1 is a peptide chain.

This allowed us to observe that IRAP was inhibited by the addition
of 1,10-phenanthroline (a strong divalent metal ion chelator) but
minimally by EDTA (a weaker chelator of divalent cations). This inhi-
bition could then be reversed by the addition of zinc, supporting the
prediction of a zinc-binding site based on the presence of a consensus
zinc-binding aminopeptidase motif.

There are a number of traditional elemental analysis techniques,
such as atomic absorption and optical emission spectrometry, includ-
ing atomic emission spectroscopy, that allow the direct measurement
of a range of metals. Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
(ICP-MS) is a more recent development that has higher throughput
and better detection limits. ICP-MS combines a high-temperature ion-
ization source (inductively coupled plasma) that converts the atoms
of the sample to ions with a mass spectrometer that separates and de-
tects the mass of these ions. While widely used for measuring metals
in geochemical and physiological samples, when combined with puri-
fied protein it can be a powerful technique to identify the metal-
binding properties of proteins (Fig. 2). When running purified recom-
binant IRAP, ICP-MS identified the presence of two zinc atoms per
mole of protein, which agreed with the homology model screening
described above. By utilizing a range of purified truncation constructs,
the location where the two zinc ions were binding could be traced to
one being in the catalytic domain and the second in a regulatory do-
main (Fig. 2). Examining the pH sensitivity of the binding revealed
an approximate pKa of 6.2, a value that falls within the range of pKas
for histidine residues, a common coordinating residue of zinc. Subse-
quent extensive mutagenesis of all histidines in IRAP led to identifica-
tion of the coordinating histidine residues for both of these sites [78].

Not all metal binding sites in a purified recombinant protein will
generally be fully occupied, even when supplemented during expres-
sion. One of our routine protocols was to strip out all metal ions from
a purified protein preparation by the addition of metal chelators (e.g.
EDTA and phenanthroline), and then reintroducing metals of interest
followed by dialysis or desalting to remove unbound metal ions. In
the case of IRAP we were able to confirm that both zinc-binding
sites had a preference for zinc. Of the other metals tested (Cd2+,
Cu2+, Co2+, Fe2+ and Ni2+) some did show limited binding at high
concentrations (Co2+, Cu2+ and Ni2+) although the enzyme was
inactive in all these cases (unpublished observations). By adding
metal ions back in combinations, it was also observed that the pres-
ence of Zn2+, Ca2+ and Mg2+ synergistically enhances the activity
of IRAP [71]. (Thus in the presence of Zn2+, addition of both Ca2+

and Mg2+ enhanced activity greater than by adding either alone.
However, addition of either Ca2+ or Mg2+ only had no affect). The
same approach can be taken to observe the effects of binding part-
ners, substrates or inhibitors on the metal-binding properties of the
protein. In the case of IRAP we observed that the addition of sub-
strates or inhibitors resulted in the loss of the non-catalytic zinc
[78]. This observation was proposed to be a result of the large confor-
mational changes that the M1 aminopeptidases undergo upon bind-
ing of a substrate or inhibitor.

3.4. Conclusions

Metal ions can modulate the activity of proteins in many ways and
we have highlighted a number of approaches to explore these inter-
actions. There is however an important caveat in all these studies:
although metal-binding can be predicted and experimentally demon-
strated in vitro the challenge is to demonstrate their physiological rel-
evance. For example, the identification of a non-catalytic zinc-binding
site in IRAP proved enormously useful as a tool to probe the large-
scale conformational changes that IRAP undergoes upon binding a
substrate or inhibitor. However, the physiological relevance of the
zinc-binding at this site remains to be demonstrated.

4. Copper in Alzheimer's disease

Metals have been implicated in Alzheimer's disease (AD), in part,
through their association with the amyloid precursor protein (APP).
APP is a large Type I membrane protein that is processed by a group
of enzymes known as secretases. APP's large extracellular domain
is shed by either α-secretase or β-secretase leaving, respectively,
83 or 99 amino acid C-terminal fragments that are sequentially
processed by the integral membrane protein complex called γ-
secretase. By cutting APP closer to the membrane than β-secretase,
the α-secretase pathway avoids producing the amyloid-β peptide
(Aβ) implicated in at least the early stage pathology of AD.

Aβ peptides vary in length (commonly 38, 40, 42 and 43 residues)
according to the way they are processed at the C-terminus by γ-
secretase. The longer forms of the peptide (Aβ42/Aβ43) are more
prone to oligomerization/aggregation and are the major constituents
of senile plaques: a pathological feature of the AD brain. The N-
terminal 16 residue region of Aβ (between the β-secretase and α-
secretase processing sites of APP) is known to bind zinc, copper and
iron [80]. This metal binding site involves the imidazole functional
groups of three histidines (Aβ residues 6, 13 and 14) and an oxygen
ligand (likely from Aβ residue Asp1). Our attempts to visualize this
site by crystallography of an antibody/Aβ complex were unsuccessful
as the peptide was not visible beyond Ser7, while the His6 side-chain
was buried in the antibody interface and therefore not available for
binding metals [81]. The association of Aβwith metals via this coordi-
nation site has been implicated in Aβ oligomerization/aggregation
and the production of reactive oxygen species: processes thought to
contribute to the neurotoxicity of Aβ and its role in AD. The role of
Aβ-metal binding in AD is complex and comprehensively reviewed
elsewhere [80–83].

Here we focus on our studies of the interaction between copper and a
second high affinitymetal binding site in the cysteine-rich N-terminal re-
gion of APP, and discuss the potential to target this copper binding do-
main (CuBD) in AD therapeutic development. Of particular interest
here is that in our studies of the APP CuBD, we have applied several bio-
physical techniques to describe this protein–metal interaction including
solution state NMR spectroscopy, EPR, X-ray crystallography and EXAFS.

The neuronal isoform of APP shown in Fig. 3A has a cysteine-rich N-
terminal E1 region connected to a structured E2 region by a low com-
plexity acidic domain. There is a putative random coil region (D6b;
Fig. 3A) following the helical E2 domain and preceding the membrane
(TM; Fig. 3A) and a short intracellular portion (IC; Fig. 3A). In 1999
we solved the first high resolution APP crystal structure (PDB ID:



Fig. 3. Copper binding to APP. (A) A cartoon representation of the 695 residue neuronal isoform of APP. The region of Aβ is colored in red, with the three secretase proteolytic sites
marked. TM indicates the transmembrane domain. (B) 3D structures of the APP copper binding domain— the 21 lowest-energy solution-state structures derived by NMR restraints,
superpositioned across backbone heavy atoms. (C) Ultra-high resolution (0.85 Å) model and electron density map derived by X-ray crystallography, highlighting atomic resolution
and exceptional visualization of side-chains and water. (D) APP CuBD structures determined by X-ray crystallography bound to Cu2+ (protein colored by atom type and waters
colored green) and bound to Cu+ (colored lemon). (E) The same as in panel D but with the unliganded CuBD structure shown in gray. Note the difference in water occupancy
and slight histidine rearrangements in panels D and E. Also note that Cu2+ ion positions are shown as copper colored spheres.
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1MWP; [84]): the N-terminal growth factor-like domain (GFD, residues
28–123) that binds heparin, and stimulates neurite outgrowth [85]
amongst other things. From a structural perspective, it was interesting
that the N-terminal GFD proved to be an independently folded domain,
yet constituted only part of the cysteine-rich E1 region. This suggested
that the remaining portion of E1, namely the copper binding domain,
could likewise form an independently folded domain.

The functions of APP are not fully known, but some key observa-
tions of APP behavior relevant to AD pathology provided the impera-
tive to study the structure of the APP CuBD: (a) extracellular Cu2+

treatment of CHO cells over-expressing APP shifts the equilibrium of
APP processing away from the amyloidogenic β-/γ-secretase path-
way toward the non-amyloidogenic α-/γ-secretase pathway, thereby
reducing Aβ peptide production [86]; (b) this effect is abolished
when the copper binding histidine residues in the CuBD are mutated
[87]; (c) APP is important in neuronal copper homeostasis (APP
knockout mice have increased copper levels in the brain, while APP-
over-expressing mice have reduced brain copper) [88,89]; (d) APP
can reduce Cu2+ to Cu+ in vitro suggesting a potential role for APP
in copper-mediated free radical production [90]; and (e) the isolated
CuBD showed similar copper binding and redox activity to intact APP
[91].

Initial attempts to crystallize the CuBD (APP residues 124–189)
were unsuccessful. However, this construct proved amenable to 3D
structure determination in the apo form by solution state NMR (PDB
ID: 1OWT; [92]). The 21 lowest energy models of the CuBD calculated
from NMR-derived restraints are shown in Fig. 3B. The structures
show an α-helix (APP residues 147–159) sitting across a β-sheet of
three strands (APP residues 133–139, 162–167 and 181–188). The
structure was stabilized by three disulfide bonds between the APP
residue pairs Cys133–Cys187, Cys158–Cys186 and Cys144–Cys174.
The final 21 structures were well ordered across APP residues
127–189 with a root mean square difference across backbone heavy
atoms of 0.4 Å, with only the first 3 amino acids unstructured. A phe-
nomenon where resonances from nuclei in close proximity to a para-
magnetic center such as Cu(II) are broadened in the NMR spectrum
was exploited to identify APP residues His147, His151, Tyr168
and Met170 as the Cu(II) ligands in the CuBD. EPR data reported in
the Barnham et al. [92] paper on an N-terminally truncated CuBD
construct (residues 133–189) were consistent with a coordination
sphere about Cu(II) intermediate between a square planar and a tet-
rahedral geometry preferred by Cu(II) and Cu(I), respectively.

The paramagnetic resonance broadening effect, while useful in iden-
tifyingCu(II) ligands, also broadens resonances such that structural data
for ligating residues is lost. We exploited the ensemble of NMR-derived
models to design a new CuBD construct (APP residues 133–189) for
crystallization experiments, lacking the N-terminal region which is
highly mobile and potentially inhibitory to crystallization. This strategy
ultimately led to the successful crystallization and structure determina-
tion of the apo form of the CuBD to a resolution of 0.85 Å (PDB ID:
2FMA; [93]), shown in Fig. 3C. Furthermore, we were able to success-
fully obtain high resolution structures of the CuBD bound to Cu2+

and to Cu+ (PDB ID: 2FK1 and 2FK2, respectively; [94]) in which the
ligands adopt distorted pyramidal and distorted square planar geome-
tries, respectively (see Fig. 3D and E). The CuBD:Cu2+ shows Cu2+ co-
ordinated by Nε2 of His147, Nδ1 of His151, the hydroxyl oxygen of

image of Fig.�3
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Tyr168 and two waters above the plane of amino acid ligand atoms.
This geometry is consistent with EPR and with analysis of EXAFS data
collected from a frozen solution of the CuBD:Cu2+ complex confirming
that the coordinating ligands and their geometry around the metal site
were retained in the crystalline state. The CuBD:Cu+ structure is similar
to the CuBD:Cu2+minus a coordinating water and slight re-orientation
of the side-chains of His147 and His151. These structures superimpose
well with the NMR-derived solution state structures. The crystallog-
raphy revealed that Met170 was not a ligand to the metal with the
sulfur atom 7 Å distant from the metal ion. However, we proposed
that Met170 may play an important role as an electron donor to Cu2+,
either through rapid conformational changes which would bring the
sulfur atom in close contact with the metal ion, or through an electron
transfer pathway which relays the electron fromMet170 to Cu2+:

CuBD=Met170Red þ Cu2þ→CuBD=Met170Ox þ Cuþ ð8Þ

The multidisciplinary strategy taken to characterize the CuBD of
APP led us to develop an atomic resolutionmechanism for the reduction
of Cu(II) by APP, and explain the redox activity of APP and its contri-
bution to copper homeostasis as a metallochaperone. The ultra-high
resolution model of the CuBD provides a template for the design of
inhibitors of this redox center if its role in copper-mediated free rad-
ical production is proven important to the pathology of AD or related
disorders. What our structures do not explain is how Cu2+ can shift
the equilibrium of APP processing away from the amyloidogenic
pathway toward the non-amyloidogenic pathway, thereby modulat-
ing Aβ peptide production [86,87]. Copper binding to the CuBD leads
to slight and local conformational changes only in the monomeric
structures. The observation by Scheuermann et al. [95] that forced
homodimerization of APP increases the production of Aβ, led us to
hypothesize that in the context of intact APP, co-operative copper
binding might modulate APP oligomerization, and thereby modulate
Aβ production. If substantiated, this could open the way for the de-
velopment of therapeutics that modulate Aβ production by targeting
the CuBD of APP.

5. XAS in health and disease

The structural characterization of metal-binding interactions with
metalloenzymes using X-ray absorption spectroscopy is well estab-
lished in the bioinorganic literature and the advantages of using the
technique to complement X-ray crystallographic and other informa-
tion are evident in the examples discussed above. Despite the fact
that it is a relatively information-poor technique, the “phase agnostic”
nature of XAS means that it is especially useful in identifying situa-
tions where other biophysical techniques have resulted in perturba-
tion from the physiologically relevant setting. While we have used
XANES in the EACPT–GST binding study discussed above to establish
the reduction of Pt in ethacraplatin on interaction with GST, the com-
plementary utility of XAS is better demonstrated by our work on Cu2+

interacting with APP. In that work we confirm the physiological rele-
vance of the X-ray diffraction structural analysis for Cu2+ bound to
APP in the crystalline state by using EXAFS to structurally characterize
the complex in solution, a more physiologically relevant situation
obviously inaccessible to diffraction studies, and demonstrate that
the metal-binding geometries from the two approaches were in
agreement.

Another significant advantage of XAS is that the X-ray dose re-
quired to acquire acceptable quality data can be orders of magnitude
lower than that required for crystallographic structure determination
of metalloproteins, meaning that the risk of damaging the chemistry
of the metal center under study by the act of measurement itself is
significantly lower. This was perhaps best illustrated by Yano et al.
[96] who demonstrated, using EXAFS analysis of a single crystal of
photosystem-II, that the structure of the Mn4Ca cluster at the active
site of the enzyme was seriously affected by an X-ray dose an order of
magnitude lower than that normally considered “safe” for X-ray crystal-
lographic studies. Their study also elegantly illustrates both the exqui-
site sensitivity of XANES to act as a marker of chemical changes at
metalloprotein active sites without the requirement for significant
analysis and, in comparison to our experiments on frozen solutions de-
scribed above, the ability of the method to cope with samples in any
form.

It is not difficult to envisage how XAS could be used to expand our
knowledge of the other systems described here. For instance, Ru K-edge
XANES of etharapta and related complexes interacting with GST in
either the solution or crystalline states, would reveal the time evolution
of the redox state of the bound metal ion; information which is poten-
tially central to understanding the action of the drug in vivo. In addition,
analysis of the EXAFS for the same systems could confirm the results
of the crystallographic results already published. Similarly, Zn K-edge
EXAFS could be employed to elucidate the binding of Zn to IRAP by
determining its binding geometry in the native recombinant protein as
well as in truncation constructs. In this situation, multiple-scattering
EXAFS analysis could be used to confirm the number of histidine ligands
coordinated to Zn in amanner identical to that used byGeorge et al. [97].

In some situations a “top-down” XAS approach, taking advantage
of the “phase agnostic” and element specific characteristics of the
method, can be employed to guide traditional “bottom-up” biochem-
ical experiments in understanding how metal ions interact with pro-
teins and other biomolecules. This is especially true for exogenous
metal ions, such as those in various metal-based drugs, where there
is no background from the existing pool of metals in the system. An
example of this has demonstrated, using XANES of cultured cell pel-
lets, that the distribution of Cr species in cultured cells treated with
Cr(VI) is altered by standard cellular fractionation [98]. The resultant
implication was that the identification of the species on which the
dietary essentiality of Cr is based, chromodulin,may in fact be an artifact
of its isolation procedure. This approach is not limited to cultured cells
but can also be applied to whole tissues from animals treated with sim-
ilar species.

6. Concluding remarks

Wehave described a number of biophysical tools used to characterize
metal-binding interactions with proteins including mass spectrometry,
bioinformatics, computational modeling, NMR, EPR, X-ray crystallogra-
phy, XANES and EXAFS. In each case the complementarity of the tech-
niques in exploring a biological problem has been highlighted. Indeed
it was shown that a multi-pronged approach was essential to provide a
more complete understanding of the biology behind each case study.
We also highlighted an important caveat: although metal-binding can
be experimentally demonstrated in vitro, the challenge is then to show
the physiological relevance of such binding.

Table of abbreviations

Aβ peptide associated with Alzheimer's disease
AD Alzheimer's disease
AngIV angiotensin IV
APP amyloid precursor protein
AT4 angiotensin IV
CPT cisplatin
CuBD copper binding domain of amyloid precursor protein
EA ethacrynic acid
EACPT ethacraplatin
EXAFS extended X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy
GFD growth factor domain of amyloid precursor protein
GSH glutathione
GST glutathione S-transferase
GSTP1-1 pi class isoform of GST
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ICP-MS inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
IRAP insulin regulated aminopeptidase
PTA 1,3,5-triaza-7 phosphatricyclo[3.3.1.1] decane
RAPTA arene capped ruthenium(II) 1,3,5-triaza-7 phosphatricyclo

[3.3.1.1] decane
XANES X-ray absorption near edge structure
XAS X-ray absorption spectroscopy
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